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SCALING
NEW HEIGHTS
Royal Bled has for 80 years offered one of European golf’s most spellbinding
settings. Chris Bertram travelled to Slovenia and discovered the three-year
renovation of the course means it now matches its majestic Alpine scenery.

I

t would be very easy for the word ‘fairytale’ to
dominate the next five pages. The town of Bled,
in the heart of Slovenia, truly is that sort of place.
In fact, it’s hard to imagine there exists a town
that justifies the description more completely.
Sitting at the foot of steep, densely-forested
hills, Bled cuddles a cobalt-blue lake whose
serenity is disturbed only by the strokes of
rowers. In the middle of the still water sits a small almondshaped island where a legendary church and museum peak
beyond the trees that adorn it. And of course there is a
statuesque castle – every fairytale needs a castle – that
peers down on this dreamy scene as it clings impossibly to
a sinewy rock that protrudes beyond the towering firs.
Even the coldest heart is surely warmed by visiting Bled
and while few will feel short changed by making a trip here
– flying in to the capital Ljubljana or even Trieste in Italy –
golfers have additional reason to start looking into flights;
one of Continental Europe’s finest 50 courses is plotted
high up the hills that look down on the town.

A mile from the lake’s shore, Royal Bled was founded in
1937 as a retreat for the Yugoslav royal family, a welcome
slice of history that adds the requisite aristocratic element
to this fairytale setting (and more of that later). The royals
hosted their patrician friends here in the summer, and it
really isn’t hard to imagine the great and gilded of Europe
being entertained in this utopian playground.
If it is not snow-capped peaks of the Julian Alps that
form the background to your view at Royal Bled it will be
the thundering water of the River Sava in the valley below
or the sight of the aforementioned castle, which is wrapped
in a cloak of mature pines as it reaches into the clouds.
The scene is spellbinding no matter which direction you
face. You take a picture on your phone as you look off the
back of the elevated 2nd tee and think it will be a terrific
screensaver when you get home, but by the time you get to
the 18th, it’s fifth or sixth in your list of favourite images.
A fixture in Golf World’s Continental Top 100 since the
list’s inception, Royal Bled’s setting was likely enough to
seduce all panellists who visited. However there was a
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feeling the course – which fell into disrepair after World
War Two before a re-birth by Donald Harradine in the early
1970s – was punching below its weight after years of
minimal investment. That situation dramatically changed in
December 2013 when it was bought by Serbian couple
Dragan and Gordana Solak. Dragan started a digital media
company – notably broadband – in the tumultuous early
years of his homeland’s existence and enjoyed such success
that it was bought by an investment firm in October 2013.
The Solaks are keen and good golfers, Dragan catching
the bug after his staff gifted him a lesson at Belgrade’s only
golf club. Realising her husband’s instant passion for golf,
Gordana took it up too. She is now a very accomplished
player and won the club championship in September.
Royal Bled was one of the Solak’s favourite courses, but
they believed it could be even better – and invested their
money and time in proving their hunch correct. “It was like
a sleeping beauty that had been neglected over many
years. We wanted to wake it up,” Gordana tells Golf World.
After completing their purchase, they found old plans for
a redesign of the course – which had been drawn up by
Howard Swan of Swan Designs – among a pile of papers in
the former greenkeeper’s office. Impressed with what they
saw, the Solaks contacted the Swans and, by now with son
William on board too, the Suffolk-based firm updated the
plans and were given the nod to carry them out over the
next three years of a project that finished this summer.

A NERVOUS AFFAIR
RIGHT TO THE END
William Swan analyses the 14th of the King’s.
“The drive is very inviting,
with the elevated tee and
wide fairway encouraging
golfers to ‘give it a rip’; on
a hot day it is possible to
drive it a long way through
the thin alpine air. However,
while distance is important,
position is key. The best
angle to attack the green
from is far left, especially
when the pin is at the back.
That means holding your
nerve and aiming as close
to the lakes that separate
the 14th from the 16th as
possible. Long hitters
beware that the third lake
eats into the fairway by an

For many, the two-shot 14th will
be the highlight of Royal Bled.

‘The topography echoes
Gleneagles in the way it flows
with elan across the land’
“My first visit coincided with low cloud so I couldn’t see
the mountains and valleys,” William tells Golf World.
“However, I could see the course’s basic design features –
routing, green and tee locations – were very strong.”
So, only minor changes were made to the routing and
individual holes other than extending the yardage to the
point (7,275 yards) it could – and indeed may well – host
modern professional events. In contrast, greens, tees and
bunkering were completely reconstructed, the fairways
were thoroughly renovated and there was aggressive tree
management. Where once there was no water, now there
are 10 lakes totalling over 12 acres, all connected by
streams that feed the new hi-tech irrigation system. The
surrounding mountains are reflected in them too.
The Solaks, whose lack of pretension gives multimillionaires a good name, did everything to a high spec.
Local materials and the Slovenian workforce (mostly from a
local farmers’ cooperative) were augmented by products
and expertise from nine countries across Europe.
The effort has reaped reward, Royal Bled rising 17 places
to No.48 in our new Continental Europe Top 100 Courses
ranking in August. Yet that leap is just the start; once the
extensive work settles in, a similar rise in 2019 is feasible.
Likening Royal Bled to any UK course is an asinine task,
but its topography does echo that of Gleneagles’ historic
courses in the way it flows with elan across land that
regularly rises and falls. Both nines have sections on the
higher plateau and lower valleys, with the finest and the
most exacting holes spread across them. Stringest tests
appear at the 4th – a straight but relatively narrow hole
that is now 40 yards longer – the 9th with a shared green
that oozes three-putt potential – and the 11th – previously
SI18 but now SI2, with a funky green set on an angle that is
acutely hard to hold. Then there are two absolute brutes to
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The 16th requires a drive and
approach around the lake edge.

HOLE 14

PAR 4,
392 YARDS

extra 15-20 yards, so don’t
be too greedy. The
approach is just difficult,
with anything short or right
likely to caught up in the
pines and anything long or
left heading for water. If
your drive is short or has
leaked right, the sensible
option is to lay up short of
the bunker and try to make
an up-and-down. The
subtle valley to the right of
the green is another bailout option, although this
leaves a fiendishly difficult
chip across a narrow green
that runs away from you
and straight into the water.”

The lake being
hard to the left
makes all
approaches feel
anxious affairs.

The wide fairway looks
inviting but a brave line
left reaps rewards.
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The 9th and 18th holes share
a tricky double green.

finish, the 17th twisting along the edge of the plateau for a very full
474 yards off the tips, then the 18th from an elevated tee down to
that wicked double green. It is far from all taxing though. There are
gorgeous par 3s at the 7th – with the back drop of ‘The Chair’
mountain – and 13th, while the 10th mixes artistry and challenge,
played to an island green and an unforgiving start to the nine.
Yet the best of Royal Bled might be the sporty par 4s at the 6th
and 8th, the latter’s semi-blind tee shot hit over a ravine to an
infinity fairway and then up to a beautifully-bunkered green.
Others may pinpoint the reachable par-5 12th to a raised green
or the magnificent two-shot 14th (see column, previous page) on a
back nine where the lakes are much in play. Some may well point to
the bottleneck 15th, reminiscent of the 12th on Gleneagles Queen’s.
Despite the overhaul, it is already pristine, a credit to young Irish
greenkeeper Simon Connaughton. The greens slick and true – but
they do not lack devilment, something Swan is especially satisfied
about. “Without doubt the most enjoyable element is the greens,”

he adds. “This was at the forefront of the brief and I’m confident we
have some fun putting surfaces. The challenge on and around the
greens work in partnership with the wide fairways which allow the
course to be set up as either encouragingly accessible to holidaying
golfers or fiendishly difficult for top amateur or professionals.”
The club’s cute Lakes course will also be renovated, while the
clubhouse refurbishment has given it 10 elegant bedrooms that
make this one of Europe’s most desirable play-and-stay options.
It is part of an admirable regeneration of one of Europe’s pedigree
golf clubs. Indeed, the King’s was officially re-opened in July by a
real, live Princess. She was Princess Elizabeth Karadordevic of Serbia
– whose father was Prince Regent of Yugoslavia and who holidayed
in the area as a child – who recently bestowed the ‘Royal’ title on
the club. And as a friend of the Solaks, if you visit Royal Bled for
yourself it is not impossible you will bump into this fascinating lady.
A Princess strolling the fairways among idyllic snow-capped peaks is
certainly consistent with a bona fide fairytale destination.

HOW WE RANKED THE KING’S COURSE AT ROYAL BLED
DESIGN

PRESENTATION

CONSISTENCY

The course works the helpful
landscape nicely with a solid
routing. Nothing to dislike.

The Solaks would expect high
standards for their outlay and they
are certainly getting it. Immaculate.

It does have its highs but there aren’t any
notable lows. As everything settles down,
will feel even more special throughout.
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Beautiful. Only the truly
spellbinding Lofoten in
Norway boasts a more
breathtaking location.

Generally wide fairways
make it accessible to all off
the tee, but the greens will
cause problems to all.

Plenty of really good holes
here, notably the par 4s at
the 6th and 14th as well as the
short 7th... and devilish 10th.
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78.3
OUT OF 100
TOTAL
As the work beds in, expect
Royal Bled to keep rising. It is
a top-30 contender in the list
without question.

